
CAMPUS
Produce Rich Media videos on a large scale, simply.

Automate content creation within your establishment with the Campus, designed for multi-room rollouts.
APPLICATIONS

EDUCATION

Produce high-quality content across multiple 
rooms, controlled from a single supervisor.

Offer students access to searchable recordings 
for catch-up and review.

Equip your training and communication rooms 
and offer videos of your key sessions.

Stream lectures from one room to another (local 
streaming).

Digitise your training to send out pre-training 
videos and optimise travel time and costs.

Admins can manage an entire recording fleet 
from their computer or tablet.

CORPORATE

CAPTURE

your presentations automatically. 
Speaker and slides are both recorded 

in full quality.

SHARE

your videos on your website, intranet, 
YouTube channel, USB media or 

MediaServer...

EDIT

your content with a few 
gestures to trim and customise 

appearance.

Archive and capitalise on knowledge to share it 
with new employees.

Let teachers focus on their lectures, the Campus 
takes care of capturing the entire in-room 
experience.



Why create your content with the Campus ? 

A LEARNING EXPERIENCE IN VIDEO

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS 

6 - 8 rue André Voguet 
94200 Ivry-sur-Seine
FRANCE

+33 (0)1 77 56 77 67
contact@ubicast.eu
www.ubicast.eu

Contact us for full technical specifications

CONTACT SOCIAL MEDIAADDRESS

CUSTOMISED

Your content’s branding (logo, 
intro clip, etc.) and production 

(dynamic transitions) are 
automated. 

INTERACTIVE 

Navigate by keywords, chapters and slides 
to precise sequences 

AUTOMATED

A single button and the Campus 
takes over: capture, indexing, 

format conversion and 
publishing. 

UNIVERSAL ACCESS

View on any device

FLEXIBLE

View and review courses or training sessions 
anytime and at your own pace

CAMPUS RECORDER POST-PRODUCTION WORKSTATION

Publishing to 

USB, FTP, MediaServer, YouTube. For more 
connectors, contact us

Inputs

Video up to 1080p : IP, HDMI, 
SDI, DVI

Data up to 1920x1200 at 
30 images/sec : HDMI, VGA, 
DVI

Audio : jack 3.5mm, XLR

Outputs

Live: h.264/AAC (RTMP)
and low-latency point-to-point 
streaming up to 720p

On demand : publish to the MediaServer  
or post-production workstation

Outputs

Autonomous HTML Rich Media player (video in MP4 
h.264/AAC, HLS… up to 1080p), compatible with your 
servers, intranet and LMS (SCORM)

High quality separate archives (video & data) 
for desktop editing (MP4, MOV, AVI, MXF)

Storage

4 TB (about 500 hours of content)

RAID 5

SUPERVISION

Schedule recordings 
ahead of time, remotely 

control and supervise 
your rooms.

https://www.youtube.com/user/UbiCastVideoRobotics
https://www.linkedin.com/company/ubicast?trk=top_nav_home
https://www.facebook.com/ubicast?ref=aymt_homepage_panel
https://twitter.com/ubicast_video

